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Abstract 

Background: Trigger finger is rare condition in Bangladesh. Now a days it is increasing day by 

day due to repetitive finger movement, overuse, diabetes etc. As it is very important to develop a 

comprehensive treatment protocol for patients with Trigger finger. Trigger finger hampered daily 

living activities and occupation because of severe pain, poor hand function, muscle strength and 

pinch strength when moving the finger or hand. It is not only a cause of disability, pain may limit 

self-care, productivity and leisure activities. Occupational therapy is very important to the patient 

when they have any injury in the hand. Because they have lost their life role and their quality of 

life for the Trigger Finger. Through occupational therapy, functional activities can be restored 

through specialized skills and treatment technique. The study protocol can be helpful for upgrading 

Occupational Therapy services in Bangladesh and promote the professional development. As a 

result, it is essential to find out the changes of hand therapy intervention after receiving hand 

therapy service. The protocol of this study guided the hand therapy practitioners to manage their 

individual’s patients. 

Objectives of the study: The purpose of this study was to evaluate and find out the effectiveness 

of treatment protocol for trigger finger patient. 

Methodology: It was a quasi- experimental, pretest-posttest design of quantitative research. In 

this research, total 9 participants were selected and data was collected by using convenience 

sampling method. Patients were allocated for 4 weeks: treatment sessions were applied for the 

individual patient, the assessment was done again on a post- test on the same group by the same 

scales and changes between pre and posttest of the same groups were compared. Pain was 

measured by VAS scale; Hand function was measured by Disabilities of Arm, Shoulder and Hand 

(DASH) scale; Hand Strength was measured by Jamar Dynamo Meter & Pinch Strength was 

measured by Pinch Gauze.  
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Result and Discussion: After the 4 weeks intervention of treatment protocol of trigger finger 

the score of hand function in (DASH) mean pretest 106.33 and posttest 97.33, the score of hand 

strength in (Jamar Dynamo Meter) mean pretest 5.55 and posttest 8.88, the score of pinch strength 

in (Pinch Gauze) mean pretest 5.11 and posttest 7.77, the score of pain in (VAS) mean pretest 6.88 

and posttest 5.33.In this study, the result shows positive changes in all the parametric area.  At the 

end of the treatment sessions each of the participants had improvements to varying degree. 

However, the treatment was more effective, especially for the outcomes of decreasing symptom 

severity, pain reduction and patient satisfaction. The study examined the effectiveness of 

occupational therapy treatment program for 4 weeks helpful to reduce pain, improve hand strength, 

pinch strength, and improve hand function. This study should be replicated and prolonged to 

confirm the validity of findings. 

Conclusion: Therefore, hypothesis can be proved that the 4 weeks intervention of protocol was 

effective in treating TF patients resulted in better outcomes. For long term effectiveness, the 

treatment program should be started as early as possible as part of the best practice for trigger 

finger patient.  

Key words: Trigger Finger (TF); Effectiveness; Hand Therapy   
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background: 

The hand is a very important element of the human and it plays a vital role in activities of daily 

living. From birth, people learn from touch, which contribute to using their hands. Due to 

unavailable conditions, hand injury are often cause to the disruption of the structure. Hand therapy 

is a variety of rehabilitation implemented by an occupational or physical therapist with patients 

that suffer from conditions affecting the hands and upper extremities. Hand therapy services 

always assist the individual to promote hand function and approve active participations in activities 

of daily living (Agnihotri et al., 2006). Patients who are candidates for hand therapy may have 

been diagnosed with an accident or trauma, scars, burning, injuries tendons or nerve, fractures or 

even amputations are fingers, hand or arms. Others conditions may include such as carpal tunnel 

syndrome and tennis elbow, as well as from chronic problems such as arthritis or a neurologic 

condition (i.e. stroke).Hand therapy assist the patient to return their productive life (American 

Society for Surgery of the Hand, 2014). At one time or another, each person has had a minor injury 

to a finger, hand, or wrist that caused pain or swelling. Most of the time the movement of our body 

does not cause problems, but it is not surprising that symptoms develop from everyday wear and 

tear, overuse, or an injury. Finger, hand, or wrist problems can also be caused by natural process 

of aging or injuries. 

The fingers, hands, or wrist injuries are most commonly arises during entertaining activities or 

sports, work related tasks, work or project of houses. In teenagers, most finger, hand, or wrist 

injuries happen during sports or play or from unintentional falls (Health wise, 2017). In 2011, 

American Society for Surgery of Hand expressed that Hand therapy is a developed rehabilitation 

intervention which is performed by experienced and qualified occupational therapist. After injury, 

patients are losing their role and their quality of life decreases (American Society for Surgery of 

Hand, 2011).Hand Therapy is the art and science of rehabilitation of the upper limb - shoulder to 

hand. It involves evaluation and testing to assess the injured limb from which a specific treatment 

program can be designed. A variety of specialized treatment techniques are used to achieve these 

goals (Australian Hand Therapy Association, 2014).The quality of hand therapy service can be 

enriching if ensure appropriate treatment protocol on the basis of individual need. In the country 

http://www.assh.org/handcare/hand-arm-conditions/carpal-tunnel/
http://www.assh.org/handcare/hand-arm-conditions/carpal-tunnel/
http://www.assh.org/handcare/hand-arm-conditions/tennis-elbow
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perspective, TF is the more common condition in our country. So there is a need to have adequate 

care, along with their identifying risk factor and functional limitation for TF. In the country 

perspective, TF is increasing day by day due to their repetitive movements. So expectation is the 

most important part of the service management. All of patients expect their outcome about their 

hand depend upon the quality of effectiveness of service and try to find out the effectiveness of 

treatment protocol for TF patients of hand therapy services. Most of the Bangladeshi people are 

engage in cultivation and manual work. In the work place and home people do repetitive work 

because modern techniques are not available, to perform lots of repetitive activities e.g. clothes 

wringing, lifting any objects. Men who are engage in factory work, doing forceful and repetitive 

activities they are at the risk of developing TF. In TF the person suffers from pain and lock the 

finger joint they are unable to use their affected hand. When they hold any objects, they feel pain 

and they are not able to maintain their work. If a person has the limitation of activity then it will 

influence his or her productive life (American Society for Surgery of Hand, 2011). 

Trigger finger is a most common finger problem, resulting in inflammation and consequent 

narrowing of the Al pulley (Annular pulley at the level of the volar plate at the MCP joint and 

6mm in length) (Makkouk et al., 2008). Trigger finger is categorized by pain, swelling and clicking 

of a digit during flexion or extension as well as functional restrictions and margins daily living 

activities (Tarbhai et al., 2012).It is most common among the adults, 50 to 60 years old 

involvement this disease. Dominant hand is more recurrently affected than the non-dominant 

(Huang, 2010). It is not rare for a single patient to have numerous trigger digits. The primary 

etiology of trigger finger is idiopathic without a clear history of trauma or change in the level of 

motion (Lee et al., 2011). In Triggering of the finger flexor tendons commonly occurs at the fibro-

osseous tunnel formed by the metacarpal neck and the first annular pulley (Rayan, 1990). The 

occurrence of TF is 28:100,000 per year or a lifetime risk of 2.6% in the general population, 

but it rises to 10% in the diabetic population (Akhtar et al., 2005). The mean age of onset 

for TF is 58 years, and it is detected in women two to six times more frequently than in 

men (Makkouk et al., 2008). 
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1.2. Signification of this study: 

This study can be helpful for Occupational Therapy Professionals because it will provide an 

evidence of practice through working with Trigger finger. As a result, it will help to increase 

confidence level of OTs. It could be a good resource for OT department. It will be helpful to 

develop a comprehensive treatment protocol for patients with TF. It is the first study of 

Occupational Therapy profession in Bangladesh. From the curiosity, the researcher inspired to 

study the effectiveness of treatment protocol to treat trigger digit along with usual hand therapy in 

Bangladeshi perspective. With this study, we can get idea about the treatment of trigger digit 

Therefore, in this situation; this study might helpful for CRP hand therapy department as well as 

Bangladesh. The study findings can be helpful for upgrading Occupational Therapy services in 

Bangladesh and promote the professional development. As a result, it is essential to find out the 

effectiveness of hand therapy intervention after receiving OT service. Overall this study will be 

guided the hand therapy practitioners to manage their individuals patients 

1.3. Operational Definition:  

Hand Therapy:  

Hand therapy is the art and science of rehabilitation of the upper limb, which includes the hand, 

wrist, elbow and shoulder girdle. A merging of occupational and physical therapy theory and 

practice combine comprehensive knowledge of the structure of the upper limb with function and 

activity. Using specialized skills in assessment, planning and treatment, hand therapists provide 

therapeutic interventions to prevent dysfunction restore function and/or reverse the progression of 

pathology of the upper limb in order to enhance an individual’s ability to execute tasks and to 

participate fully in life situations (Hand Therapy Certification Commission, 2009). 

 Hand Therapy is the art and science of rehabilitation of the upper limb - shoulder to hand. It 

involves evaluation and testing to assess the injured limb from which a specific treatment program 

can be designed. A variety of specialized treatment techniques are used to achieve these goals 

(Australian Hand Therapy Association, 2014). 
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Hand therapy brings together techniques of Occupational Therapy (scar management, retraining, 

splinting and advice on activities of daily living) and physiotherapy (joint mobilization, stretching 

active and resisted exercise and ultrasound). The hand therapist can assist with emotional and 

psychological support as well as with restoration of hand function (The British Society for Surgery 

of the hand, 2016). 

Trigger Finger: 

Trigger digit is a painful condition that causes the finger or thumb to catch or lock when bent. In 

the thumb it’s called trigger thumb. Trigger finger is a condition that affects the tendons in the 

fingers or thumb. Trigger digit is also known as stenosing tenosynovitis or stenosing tenovaginosis. 

On examination, there is often tenderness to palpation n the area of the A1 pulley just proximal to 

the metacarpal-phalangeal (MCP) joint. There may also be a palpable nodule distal to this area and 

this nodule will generally move with finger flexion and extension (Sempowski, 2008). 
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Tigger finger or thumb refers to a sensation when the fingers or thumb feels stuck or temporarily 

catches or snags during effort to straighten (extend) or bend (flex). In early stages, there may 

simply be a click with movement, tenderness in the palm over the tendon, and a diminished range 

of motion with a gradual loss of full flexion or extension of the finger or thumb (MDGuidelines 

Directory tor Medical Topics, 2012). In our hands, the muscles are divided into two groups: the 

extrinsic muscle and intrinsic muscle groups. Primarily extrinsic muscle coordinates the powerful 

gripping and gross action (e.g.: lifting) of the hand and the intrinsic muscle are primarily 

responsible for intricate finger movements and fine motor control (e.g. eating, writing etc.).Trigger 

finger can minimize hand function. After TF the patient feels difficulties to accomplish their daily 

living activities due to impairment of the extrinsic muscle and intrinsic muscle groups. These 

muscles are connected to the finger bones by tendons. Contraction of the muscle pulls on the 

tendon to move the finger. In our hand if there is TF the persons are faced in fine and gross motor 

movements. Although the persons have difficulty in TF, they cannot perform their functional 

activities such as self-care, productivity and leisure (American Society of Hand Therapist, 2008).  

 Trigger finger arises through a discrepancy in the diameter of the flexor tendon and its sheath at 

the level of the metacarpal head. High pressures occur at the proximal edge of the Al pulley on 

maximal flexion and during tight grip. Pressure is more evenly distributed in the remainder of the 

pulley system. In some patients, this seems to have an adverse effect, causing changes in the 

macroscopic appearance of the Al pulley with hypertrophy and fibro cartilaginous metaplasia at 

the tendon-pulley interface. The thickening of the sheath, along with some localized tendon 

thickening, can result in a narrowed tunnel for tendon excursion and ultimately lead to a block to 

movement; the flexors are usually powerful enough to overcome this Obstruction, whereas the 

weaker extensors are less able to counteract the block (Seybold & Warhold, 1996). Resulting in 

the finger being locked in flexion. The A1 pulley is the site of disease in nearly all cases, owing to 

the high local forces and a steep pressure gradient; it is also the site of maximal tendon excursion. 

Alternative sites of tendon triggering have been described, including the A2 and A3 pulleys and 

the palmar aponeurosis (Akhtar et al., 2005).Various causes of trigger finger have been proposed, 

including repetitive finger movements or compressive forces at the Al pulley and repetitive local 

trauma in such circumstances, occupation could be a major predisposing factor (Bonnici & 
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Spencer, 1988). There is a correlation between the incidence of trigger finger and the workplace. 

The classic presentation of popping and locking of a trigger finger is typically all that is needed 

for diagnosis; however, with acute onset of symptoms patients may present with pain and swelling 

over the involved flexor sheath with avoidance of finger motion. In these cases, the classic popping 

and triggering are not seen and the diagnosis of trigger finger must be differentiated from infection 

or some other traumatic injury (Trazies et al., 1998). If desired, the diagnosis may be confirmed 

with an injection of lidocaine into the flexor sheath, which should relieve the pain associated with 

the triggering and allow the digit to become actively or passively extended. There is no role for 

imaging in diagnosis, with x-rays considered unnecessary in patients without history of 

inflammatory disease or trauma. (Katzman et al., 1999).The finding of a locking digit is not unique 

to trigger finger, and can be associated with dislocation, Dupuytren's contracture, focal dystonia, 

flexor tendon/sheath tumor, sesamoid bone anomalies, post-traumatic tendon entrapment on the 

metacarpal head, and even hysteria. The differential diagnosis of pain at the MCP joint includes 

de Quervain's tenosynovitis (for trigger thumb only), ulnar collateral ligament injury of the thumb 

(gamekeeper's thumb), MCP joint sprain, extensor apparatus injury, and MCP osteoarthritis 

(Kalms & Højgaard, 1991). There is a variety of procedures to treat trigger finger; interventions 

include both non-surgical and surgical treatments. In most cases, conservative treatment is 

suggested before surgical intervention. (Valen & Foxworth, 2010). Conservative treatment 

includes anti-inflammatory drugs, steroid injections and rehabilitation. Occupational therapy (OT) 

recommendations for trigger finger include splint and correction and modification of activities and 

work or home environment; however, few studies have examined the efficacy of these practices 

(Radomski & Trombly, 2002). Various treatment has been used to treat trigger finger .According 

to review the literature to obtain the evidence for each method of treatment to guide practitioners 

in the best care. Activity modification, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, splinting, steroid 

injection, surgical release all have been used in the management of trigger finger. Injection with 

corticosteroid and lidocaine has a high success rate and low morbidity. Surgical release appears to 

be more effective than corticosteroid injection for treatment of trigger finger, it is associated with 

increased pain at 1 month, although no differences by 6 month. Physical therapy (with multiple 

modalities including ultrasound, massage, finger exercise, stretching and wax therapy) is less 

effective than corticosteroid injection, but may have a role in prevention of recurrence of 

symptoms. Splinting may reduce pain and severity of triggering. (Akhtar et al, 2005) 
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Conservative treatment may be effective in managing symptoms, and the scientific literature 

provides evidence in support of some conservative therapies. Hand therapists may use a variety of 

conservative interventions in their management of persons with TF. Occupational therapy is very 

important to the patient when they have any injury in the hand. Because they have lost their life 

role and their quality of life for the TF. Through occupational therapy, functional activities can be 

restored through specialized skills in treatment (American Society of Hand Therapist, 2008).  

The occupational therapist provides various exercise and treatments because of our specialized 

training and expertise. This advanced knowledge and training enables us to treat individual who 

sustain hand or upper extremity injuries with the most up to date information, techniques and 

protocol in order for them to return more quickly to a functional lifestyle (Hand & Upper Extremity 

Rehabilitation, 2010). 

  

CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Research question 

What is the effectiveness of hand therapy intervention for patient with trigger finger? 

3.2. Aim of the study  

The purpose of this study the effectiveness of treatment protocol for Trigger finger  

3.3 .Specific Objectives of the study   

 To find out the effectiveness of treatment protocol to reduce pain, to improve the grip 

and Pinch strength, to improve hand function.  
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3.4. Conceptual frame work: 

Independent Variables                                                                 Dependent Variables                                                                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.5. Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol can change the outcome of post-test in the 

management of Trigger Finger. 

 3.4. Null Hypothesis  

The Treatment Protocol cannot change the outcome of post-test in the management of Trigger 

Finger.   

 

 1.Age 

2.Sex 

3.Occupation 

4.Condition 

5.Education 

6.Treatment 

7.Economic states 

8.Job title 

                

1.Hand function 

2.Hand strength 

3.Pinch strength 

4.Pain 

5.Recovery 

6.Outcome 

7.Performance 
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3.6. Study design  

It was a quasi- experimental design of quantitative research. This study was a single group and 

provides an intervention during the experiment. This design did not have a control group to 

compare with the experimental group. Quasi experimental design differs from a true experimental 

design in that, although it contains an independent variable that is manipulated in order to look 

for an effect on a dependent variable, either control group or randomization is lacking. These 

designs are useful to researcher looking for validation of treatment method and techniques, in 

experimental design, all three of the components- manipulation, control and randomization-are 

required (Bailey, 1997). But in this study all the three components were not present.  

Therefore, this study was a quasi- experimental research design. Here, standard hand therapy 

treatment was applied to the patients who were suffering at Trigger Finger.  

3.7. Study population: Person (adult) with trigger finger of any age above 18 years 

3.8 .Study setting 

The Researcher was conducted the patient with TF at Hand Therapy Unit of Centre for the 

Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) Savar, Dhaka 

3.9. Study period: September to February 2018(6 month) 

3.10. Sample size: Researcher took nine participants from Centre for the Rehabilitation of the 

Paralysed (CRP) Savar.There are 9 participant 8 female and 1 male 
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3.11. Inclusion criteria  

 Patient who has diagnosed as TF and referred by occupational Therapist, physiotherapist 

and doctor.  

  Both male and female patients 

 Age above 18 years 

 Without surgery and steroid injection for trigger finger. 

 Patient who can attend up to one month (4 weeks) for the treatment. 

 3.12. Exclusion criteria  

 Patient who has had surgery in his or her hands for removing trigger finger (TF). 

  Patient who has digit fracture 

 Participant who have joint disease like osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, trauma, and 

pregnancy because their symptom is similar as like as musculoskeletal symptoms. 

 Who has  psychiatric disorder 

 Unwilling to participate in this study 

3.13. Sampling technique 

9 participants with TF were collected by using convenience sampling from the Hand 

Therapy department of CRP, Saver. Baily (1997) stated that „‟in convenient sampling 

participant are choose which can be studied most easily, cheaply or quickly. Usually all 

patient with problem in finger or hand directly refer to hand therapy unit of CRP-Savar by 

doctors at CRP. So all patient who meet the inclusion & exclusion criteria will be sample 

within the study periods. 
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3.14. Data collection Tools:  

This research is quantitative exploration of the effectiveness of Hand Therapy Treatment 

Program for TF patients. To understand the effectiveness Hand Therapy Treatment Program for 

TF several measurement tools was used, such as; Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), Jamar 

Dynamometer and pinch gauge, Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) 

3.15. Data collection procedure  

 Observation 

 Interview  

  Engage functional tasks such as power grip, button etc. 

 Test and measures 

3.16. Data Collection method 

The data collector fixed a date and time with the participant to his or her available time. At first 

the data collector informed the participant about the contents of the consent form. All participant 

names coded to maintain confidentiality, diagnosed and referred by qualified occupational 

Therapist, physiotherapist and doctor. Each participant received hand therapy intervention for TF.  

Then the data collector measured pain, overall hand function, and muscle strength of patient with 

TF. The participant received treatment as regular patients in the Occupational Therapy department 

of CRP; they continue their treatment as per their schedule. Each participant received 4 weeks of 

a treatment program arrange by the researcher with the permeation from the Occupational Therapy 

department.   

 Before started the treatment there the initial assessment where the researcher assessed pain, overall 

hand function, and grip and pinch strength of patient with TF that carried out in each area that 

provides the pretest score.   

 After receiving 4 weeks intervention program, then the data collector collected the subjective and 

objective information including the pain, hand function, and muscle strength of each participant, 
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but the treatment applied by qualified Occupational Therapist. The data collector instructed the 

appointee about the treatment protocol. During this time, the participants continued their treatment 

as per their schedule. Each participant received 4 weeks of a treatment program arranges by the 

researcher with the permission from the Occupational Therapy department, that caries post-test 

score.  

3.16. Data management and Analysis 

Data analysis was done with statistical calculation using inferential statistical parametric paired‟ 

‟t”test which is perform during numerical data system as conveniently selected of the subjects for 

the participants. A quantitative research data analysis occurs at the conclusion of data collection 

(Bailey, 1997).  

In this study, during the data analysis these sequence data was converted into numerical data by 

giving a specific value for specific sequence data. In this study there were four variables .The every 

variables may come different score in this research. The researcher took the average of those sub 

division and makes them into one variable. In this study there were 4 variables that were categories 

and they are hand function, hand strength, pinch strength, pain interfering daily activities. All the 

participants told about different variables before starting treatment and after completing the 4 

weeks treatment sessions and were scored by the data collector.  

 

The‘t’ formula: 

 

𝑡 =
∑𝑑

√   𝑁 ∑𝑑2 − (∑𝑑)2

𝑁 − 1

 

Where,                    

  ∑d = the total of the differences                    
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  (∑𝑑)2 = the total of the differences Squared                         

 ∑𝑑2   = the total of the squared differences                               

  N= Number of participants. 

N-1= degree of freedom. The sign is df. A complex concepts involved in some statistical tests 

which refers to the extent to which data have the capacity to vary one certain limit has been 

Imposed (Hicks, 1999). √= The square root of the final calculation of everything under the square 

root sign. In this study, the hypothesis was one tailed as it was predicting a specific direction to 

the results (Hicks, 1999). To support the hypothesis and/or to reject the null hypothesis the 

researcher used related „t‟ test to find out the „p‟ value so that the result can be significant 

3.17. Quality control& quality assurance: 

The researcher used standardized scales to ensure validity and reliability of the measurement. The 

measurement scales used by experienced therapist for ensuring the validity and reliability. The 

data were collected from Hand Therapy unit of CRP-Savar, it was ensured the quality of care of 

all patient with trigger finger by providing the treatment guideline and the service was provided 

by experienced therapist. All patient received similar treatment and intervention so the quality of 

care was assured in all cases. 

3.18. Ethical consideration  

 Researcher took permission from the authority of CRP. 

  Researcher maintained confidentiality about service information of the institutes. 

 Researcher ensured that the confidentiality is maintained about the participants. 

 All participants were informed about the aim of the study. 

 The researcher was available to answer any study related questions or inquiries from the 

participant 

 All sources was cited and acknowledged appropriately 

 The researcher concerned about the effect of biasness, as the study sample was selected 

based on inclusion and exclusion criteria.  
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CHAPTER IV: DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

Results 

Table 1: Shows variables in the study statistically significant at the following level of 

significance 

Variables Mean pre-test Mean post-

test 

Mean 

differences 

t value p 

value 

 Level 

Hand 

function(DASH) 

scale 

106.33 97.33 9 5.857 .005 Significant 

Hand 

strength(Ibs) 

5.55 8.88 3.33 7.3533 .005 Significant 

Pinch 

strength(Ibs) 

5.11 7.77 2.66 5.333 .005 Significant 

Pain interfering 

daily activities 

6.88 5.33 1.5 5.6 .005 Significant 

 

P value: P=.005, If the P-value is less than (or equal to) α value, then the null hypothesis is rejected 

in favor of the alternative hypothesis. And, if the P-value is greater than α value, then the null 

hypothesis is not rejected.  

α > p or ≠ p, then null hypothesis is rejected and support alternative hypothesis 

p > α, then null hypothesis is not rejected, null hypothesis is in favors 

Calculating the degree of freedom (df) from the formula,  

 Df = N-1 = 9-1 = 8  
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Hand Function (Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) 

Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol can change the outcome of post-test in the management of 

Trigger Finger.   

Null Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol cannot change the outcome of post-test in the 

management of Trigger Finger.   

As it is one tailed hypothesis and degree of freedom is 8, so the tabulated value is 3.355 when 

probability error is 0.005.  From the calculation it was found that the hand function of mean pretest 

and posttest are respectively 106.33, 97.33 and mean differences 9, the calculated t value is 5.857, 

when p value .005. Here, the calculated value is greater than the tabulated value so null hypothesis 

is rejected and support the experimental hypothesis which means that the hand function improved 

significantly due to intervention. 

Hand strength (Jamar Dynamometer) 

Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol can change the outcome of post-test in the management of 

Trigger Finger.   

Null Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol cannot change the outcome of post-test in the 

management of Trigger Finger.   

As it is one tailed hypothesis and degree of freedom is 8, so the tabulated value is 3.355 when 

probability error is 0.005.  From the calculation it was found that the hand function of mean pretest 

and posttest are respectively 5.5 &, 8.88 and mean differences 3.33, the calculated t value is 

7.3533, when p value .005. Here, the calculated value is greater than the tabulated value so null 

hypothesis is rejected and support the experimental hypothesis which means that the hand strength 

improved significantly due to intervention. 
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Pinch strength (pinch gauge) 

Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol can change the outcome of post-test in the management of 

Trigger Finger.   

Null Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol cannot change the outcome of post-test in the 

management of Trigger Finger.   

As it is one tailed hypothesis and degree of freedom is 8, so the tabulated value is 3.355 when 

probability error is 0.005.  From the calculation it was found that the hand function of mean pretest 

and posttest are respectively 5.11, 7.77 and mean differences 2.66, the calculated t value is 5.333 

when p value .005. Here, the calculated value is greater than the tabulated value so null hypothesis 

is rejected and support the experimental hypothesis which means that the pinch strength improved 

significantly due to intervention. 

Pain interfering daily activities (Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) 

Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol can change the outcome of post-test in the management of 

Trigger Finger.   

Null Hypothesis: The Treatment Protocol cannot change the outcome of post-test in the 

management of Trigger Finger.   

As it is one tailed hypothesis and degree of freedom is 8, so the tabulated value is 3.355 when 

probability error is 0.005.  From the calculation it was found that the hand function of mean pretest 

and posttest are respectively 6.88, 5.33 and mean differences 1.5, the calculated t value is 5.6 when 

p value .005. Here, the calculated value is greater than the tabulated value so null hypothesis is 

rejected and support the experimental hypothesis which means that the pain decrease significantly 

due to intervention. All of data show that the intervention were statistically significant. The 

participant reported to decrease their pain and improve hand function, hand strength, pinch strength 

after the intervention. 
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From the above we can see the difference before and after receiving treatment.   

  

Figure 1: show the mean improvement in different variables between pretest and posttest.  

  

Interpreting the Result: 

The total findings of the outcome measures represent that, the mean score of pre- test of 

participants that applying treatment protocol for TF patients and after applying that protocol (data 

is presented in table 1). Therefore the mean score of participants of total findings improved after 

applying treatment protocol for TF patients. Improvement seen in the hand function, hand strength 

and pinch strength. The study shows that the average score after receiving treatment is greater than 

before receiving treatment. Statistical analysis of the data represented that the probability of the 

hypothesis support for significant level of the experimental hypothesis is therefore it can be said 

that the findings of the study is significant. Compare the test statistic to the critical value. If the 

test statistic is more extreme in the direction of the alternative than the critical value, reject the null 

hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis. If the test statistic is less extreme than the critical 

value, do not reject the null hypothesis. 

 The bar chart (figure 1) is representing the improvement rate of each of 9 participants before and 

after applying treatment protocol for trigger finger patients. This study finds out that pain represent 
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that, the mean score of participants before applying treatment protocol for TF patients and after 

applying this protocol. The overall finding is showing in table 1. Therefore the mean score of 

participants in the area of pain reduction after applying treatment protocol for TF This result 

demonstrates that the average score after receiving treatment was greater than before receiving 

treatment. Overall finding of data show that the critical value of t is greater than p value in all 

variables such as hand function, hand strength, pinch strength and pain interfering daily activities, 

so in this case null hypothesis is rejected and experimental hypothesis is favor to positive outcome 

Finally all of data findings support the hypothesis of this protocol for treat trigger finger patient. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 

The purpose of the study was to find out the effectiveness of Hand therapy treatment program for 

Trigger finger and the objectives were to find out the effectiveness of treatment protocol to 

improve the grip strength and pinch strength, to improve hand function and reducing pain. To see 

the improvement rate of the participant and to make a specific treatment protocol for Triger finger 

patient.  

A 2009 Cochrane review of 2 methodologically flawed RCTs with a total of 63 adult patients 

evaluated the effectiveness of an intra-sheath corticosteroid plus lidocaine injection compared with 

lidocaine alone for the treatment of trigger finger. The Splinting is a conservative treatment option 

for Trigger finger. There have several splinting designs for managing trigger finger or thumb. The 

splinting designs includes DIP blocking splint, PIP blocking, MCP Blocking, Thumb or Finger 

extension (Peters-Veluthamaningal, et al., 2009). 

In the Evans et al., (1988), Suggested in his single group pre and posttest study -splint as the 

metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint is immobilized in 0 to 15 degrees of flexion using a custom-

made hand splint allowing full proximal interphangeal (PIP) and distal interphangeal (DIP) 

movements with hook and first exercises. The results of study indicated decreased triggering of a 

single isolated trigger finger. 

In a study of Koh et al., (2012), found that in splint group, 92% of the patients experienced 

complete relief symptom within 22 months, whereas 60% resolved completely in 59 months in 

observation group. The differences were statistically significant. So it indicates that splint is 

efficient in shortening the time for symptom relief for the Pediatric trigger thumb with locked 

interphalangeal joint.  

Splinting was successful in 77% patients with symptoms of 6 months or less and in 44% in those 

with symptoms of longer than 6 months. This compared to successful injection of 84% of patients 

with symptoms of 6 months or less and 71% in those with symptoms longer than 6 months. These 

figures exclude the thumb where splinting has poor outcomes (50% success) (Patel & Bassini, 

1992). 
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One of a case series study of) provided Splint & digit range of motion (ROM), home exercise 

program (HEP) and the result shown significant improvement in the 28 participants out of 28. In 

a single-centred, prospective, block randomized study with 74 patients; 39 patients for steroid 

injection and 35 patients for physiotherapy. , to determine which of the two conservative 

treatments more effective .After 3 months the success rate was 97.4% for patients treated with 

corticosteroid injection and 68.6%, for patients treated with physiotherapy. Success rate was 

measured by absence of pain and triggering. The patients with success at 3 months had an 

additional follow-up at 6 months following treatment to measure recurrence (Altman, 2008). 

At the 6 month period assessment results revealed that patients who received corticosteroid 

injections had better pain scores, higher satisfaction rate, and stronger grip strength. However, 

patients that received physiotherapy treatment had no recurrence of pain or triggering. So, the 

study shows that though corticosteroid injection is better to relief symptoms, but physiotherapy 

may be better at preventing recurrence of trigger finger (Salim et al., 2012).  

In a prospective study on the trigger digit management, offered the treatment modes in clinics were 

combination therapy of topical NSAIDS, occupational therapy and splinting or invasive modes 

involving corticosteroid injections and trigger finger release. From the study it was noted that 26% 

of the digits which were subjected to combination therapy eventually underwent surgery whereas 

60% of digits which received corticosteroid injections underwent surgery. Even though the results 

comparing operation rates were not statistically significant, they appeared to show that 

combination therapy was more effective in avoiding surgery than corticosteroid injection 

(Choudhury&Tay,2014). 

In a retrospective study, it was found that mean pain score pre-splinting is 5.63 and  

post-splinting is 1.20. Mean stage of stenosing tenosynovitis (SST) score pre-splinting is 3.93 and 

post-splinting is 1.21. There was an 87% (40 patients) success rate with the splinting intervention. 

The duration between pre and posttest was one year. The study demonstrated the efficacy of 

splinting for the reduction of pain and SST score for patients who have trigger finger (Valdes, 

2012).  
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According to Colbourn, et al., (2008), study result it was found statistically significant treatment 

out come by using MCP blocking splint. The result shown that the paired mean difference between 

pre and post-test in NPRS was 2.231(SD 2.75), SST 1.535(SD 1.23) and number of triggering 

2.679(SD 3.72). In this study result, it is found that the paired mean difference of pre and post -

test in NPRS was 6.15 (SD 1.474), SST 2.135 (SD 0.768) and number of triggering 6.30 (SD 

1.639). So, the treatment outcome was highly significant in the study.  
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CHAPTER VI: STUDY LIMITATION 

It is the first study in Bangladesh, so there were some barriers and limitations during conducting 

the research project. In this study the researcher used one experimental group which represented 

their own control group. However, in the study settings, this study’s need to long time but study 

was done in shorter time, this study used 9 participants to evaluate the effectiveness of hand 

therapy intervention for TF patients. Financial support and duration of this project is so poor that 

why it is not possible to move any other hospital to gather much more participants. In this study 

the participant get only 4 weeks treatment sessions due to lack of time limitation. Though the 

treatment was effective but it could not check the long term effect. There was no available research 

done in this area in Bangladesh. So, as a result in the Bangladesh Health Professions Institute 

(BHPI) library, there were no relevant data found in this area and relevant information about TF 

and occupational therapy treatment of hand is very limited. Due to lack of number of the 

participants the external validity of the study decreased, and there might be lack of agreement 

about distributing of confounding variables e.g. socio-economic status, age, time of onset and 

severity of the condition. These unmeasured variable were not controlled in the analysis might 

have affect the outcome. 
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSION 

Our country's education rate is very poor, many of us are uneducated and government and non-

governmental activities in the health sector are not enough, now a one-day government health 

program is a population appeal, and still separate private clinics and hospitals are trying to bring 

the latest medical services to our people in the development of public health, Most of the people 

do not know about occupational therapy and why occupational therapy is important to treat patient. 

But in the other development country occupational therapy is familiar and considered as an 

important treatment. As a developing medical profession, it is the duty of the occupational therapy 

in Bangladesh should make a strong evidence for practice which will increase strength and 

improve the skill of the occupational therapy as well as developed our occupational therapy 

profession.  

The result of this study has the effectiveness of occupational therapy treatment program for TF 

patients. Now a days TF is a common condition in our country it may be the causes of chronic 

pain, decrease functional ability, decrease hand function, decrease Muscle strength of hand, and 

decrease range of motion. If this condition is not properly treated at the acute stage, finally this 

may turn into disability. It is important to decrease pain, improve functional ability, improve hand 

function, and improve muscle strength of hand, increase range of motion and to improve ADLs 

are needed. This occupational therapy treatment program for TF may provide a simple therapeutic 

measure, which patients can learn to use by themselves, so they would be able reduce some of the 

burden resulting from TF. The study examined the effectiveness of occupational therapy treatment 

program for 4 weeks helpful to reduce pain, improve functional ability, improve hand function, 

and improves Muscle strength of hand, increase range of motion and to improve ADLs. Because 

of the above-mentioned limits, this study lacks generalize ability. This study should be replicated 

and prolonged to confirm the validity of findings.  
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CHAPTER VIII: RECOMMENDATION  

In this study the researcher found significant result about the effectiveness of hand therapy 

intervention for TF patients. To reducing pain, increase range of motion, and improve muscle 

strength, improved hand function were found by occupational therapy treatment program for the 

patients with TF. But this study should be done in future. This study should be conducted with 

longer duration to evaluate long term effectiveness of hand therapy intervention for TF patients. It 

is suggested to include an occupational therapy treatment program in rehabilitation program of TF 

patients to provide better service. As the consequence of the study, another study should be done 

with large number of participants so that the result can be generalized for TF patients in 

Bangladesh. In future, in this type of study during sample selection randomization should be done 

and as control group should be taken to compare the effectiveness of hand therapy intervention for 

TF patients, so that this treatment can be more evidence based for this kind of the patients. Finally, 

it is recommended that, it will be valuable if the study will be done in other areas of occupational 

therapy. It is also recommended to the further research by using a larger sample size with a control 

group in different clinical settings. The researcher think that to ensure reliability and validity of 

this study further research must be needed. 
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                                                           Appendix 1: 

    Pretest and post-test data & their differences  

Overall hand function:  

Hand Function  

Participant Hand function 

Pre-test (X1) 

Hand function 

Post-test x2 

Difference 

between Pretest 

and post test 

 

d=x1-x2 𝑑2 

P1 119 101 18 36 

P2 58 51 7 49 

P3 96 88 8 64 

P4 118 108 10 100 

P5 119 111 8 64 

P6 119 110 9 81 

P7 90 80 10 100 

P8 120 113 7 49 

P9 118 114 4 16 

 ∑x1=957 ∑x2=876 ∑d=81  

∑𝑑2=559 

 X1=106.33 X2=97.33   

 

 

 

The‘t’ formula 

𝑡 =
81

√  9 × 559 − (81)2

9 − 1

 

                                                                      t =5.857 
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Hand strength 

 

Participant Hand strength 

Pre-test x1 

Hand strength 

Post-test x2 

Difference 

between Pretest 

and post test 

 

d=x1-x2 𝑑2 

P1 03 05 02 4 

P2 10 15 05 25 

P3 08 10 02 4 

P4 05 08 03 9 

P5 03 06 03 9 

P6 04 08 02 4 

P7 08 10 02 4 

P8 05 10 05 25 

P9 04 08 04 16 

 ∑x1=50 ∑x2=80 ∑d=28  

∑𝑑2=100 

 X1=5.55 X2=8.88   

  

 

The‘t’ formula 

                                                                     

𝑡 =
∑𝑑

√   𝑁 ∑𝑑2 − (∑𝑑)2

𝑁 − 1

 

𝑡 =
28

√ 9 × 100 − (28)2

9 − 1

 

                                                                      t =7.3533 
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Pinch strength 

 

Participant Pinch strength 

Pre-test x1 

Pinch strength 

Post-test x2 

Difference 

between Pretest 

and post test 

 

d=x1-x2 𝑑2 

P1 04 06 2 4 

P2 08 12 4 16 

P3 05 08 3 9 

P4 04 06 2 4 

P5 04 07 3 9 

P6 03 06 3 9 

P7 10 12 2 4 

P8 04 07 3 9 

P9 04 06 2 4 

 ∑x1=46 ∑x2=70 ∑d=24  

∑𝑑2=68 

 X1=5.11 X2=7.77   

 

The‘t’ formula 

                                                                 

𝑡 =
∑𝑑

√   𝑁 ∑𝑑2 − (∑𝑑)2

𝑁 − 1

 

𝑡 =
24

√ 9 × 68 − (24)2

9 − 1

 

                                                                      t =5.333 
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Pain interpreting daily living activities 

 

Participant Pain Pre-test x1 Pain Post-test x2 Difference 

between Pretest 

and post test 

 

d=x1-x2 𝑑2 

P1 8 6 2 4 

P2 5 4 1 1 

P3 5 4 1 1 

P4 8 6 2 4 

P5 7 6 1 1 

P6 7 5 2 4 

P7 5 4 1 1 

P8 9 7 2 4 

 

P9 

8 6 2 4 

 ∑x1=62 ∑x2=48 ∑d=14  

∑𝑑2=24 

 X1=6.88 X2=5.33   

 

The‘t’ formula                                      

                                                                  

𝑡 =
∑𝑑

√   𝑁 ∑𝑑2 − (∑𝑑)2

𝑁 − 1

 

𝑡 =
14

√ 9 × 24 − (14)2

9 − 1

 

                                                                      t =5.6 
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    Appendix-2: 

Treatment procedure for trigger finger 

The data collector fixed a date and time with the participant to his or her available time. At first, 

the data collector informed the participant about the contents of the consent form. All participant 

names coded to maintain confidentiality, diagnosed and referred by qualified occupational 

Therapist, physiotherapist and doctor. Each patient will be received 7-10 hand therapy session 

for TF &every session will be 25-30 minute 

Then the data collector measured pain, overall hand function, and muscle strength of patient with 

TF. The participant will be received treatment as regular patients in the Occupational Therapy 

department of CRP; they continue their treatment as per their schedule. Each participant will be 

received 4 weeks of a treatment program arrange by the researcher with the permeation from the 

Occupational Therapy department.   

 Before started the treatment there the initial assessment where the researcher will be assessed 

pain, overall hand function, and muscle strength of the muscle of patient with TF that carried out 

in each area that provides the pretest score.   

 After receiving 4 weeks intervention program, then the data collector will collect subjective and 

objective information including the pain in VAS, hand function, and muscle strength of each 

participant, but the treatment applied by qualified Occupational Therapist. The data collector 

instructed the appointee about the treatment protocol. During this time, the participants will 

continue their treatment as per their schedule. Each participant received 4 weeks of a treatment 

program arranges by the researcher with the permission from the Occupational Therapy 

department, that will caries post-test score.  

Treatment protocol for trigger finger 

Treatment The success of conservative management, reported in the literature, varies from 50-94% 

Conservative management has a poorer outcome if multiple fingers are involved or if symptoms 

have persisted longer than 4-6 months; or if there is diffuse tendon thickening versus a discrete 

nodule or significant triggering (Pack, 2015). 
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Special Test 

Open & Close Hand 10 Times: Ask patient to open and close the hand 10 times. The number of 

triggering events (not locking) in 10 active full fists is scored out of 10. If patient’s finger remains 

Locked at any time in making 10 active full fists, the test is discontinued and an automatic score 

of 10/10 is recorded. 

Modalities: 

Heat Therapy: Heat increases blood flow and extensibility of collagen tissues assisting in 

Resolution of edema, decreasing joint stiffness and pain. Therapeutic heat modalities include hot 

pack, paraffin wax and hot water bath .Suggested method (MPAP): 10 to 15 minutes each 

application, 2 to 3 times a day.  

Contrast bath: Use for decreasing pain and swelling, increasing ROM. 

Suggested Method (MPAP): Alternate hot (5 seconds) and cold (10 seconds), repeat for 10 

minutes, 2 to 3 times a day, temperature according to patient’s tolerance. 

 

Exercise 

Tendon gliding exercise: Use to help improve tendon nutrition and mobility. 

Suggested Method (MPAP): 5 repetitions using minimal effort, 3 times a day. 

Starting Position (SP) _ Table top _ SP _ Hook Fist _ SP _ Straight Fist _ SP _ Full Fist 

_ SP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. SP: Straight hand Position                           2. Table Top: Keeping PIP & DIP joints straight, 

                                                                              flex MCP joints. Return to SP. Use cautiously 

                                                                               with intrinsic tightness 
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3. Hook Fist: Keeping MCP joints straight,             4. Straight Fist: Keeping DIP joints straight,  

flex MCP & PIP joints. Return to SP.                         flex PIP & DIP joints. Return to SP.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Full Fist: Flex MCP, PIP, & DIP joints. Return to SP 

 

Compression 

Indications: 

Swelling in volar surface of proximal phalange or generalized swelling in palm. Use Digi sleeve 

For single finger swelling and a compression glove for multiple fingers or palmar swelling. 

Wearing regime: Can be worn under splint of choice providing it does not compromise splint 

fit, for day or night use. 

Precautions: Re-size or discontinue use if numbness or tingling in the fingers. Discontinue if 

skin irritation occurs. 
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Joint Protection 

Flexor tendons are subjected to maximal stress at the A1 pulley as MCP flexion increases. Also 

Stress increases during pinch activities (tip to tip) because the resistance arm is at its longest 

 

Hand Use Guidelines: 

 Avoid activities that require tight, prolonged grip, such as holding a steering wheel or a 

heavy tool. Encourage use of a padded steering wheel cover, padded gloves (e.g. Weight 

lifters gloves) or modify tools so that the affected area is not stressed. 

 Avoid a full or repetitive fist position while symptoms are present  

 Avoid prolonged, forceful tip to tip pinch with the affected finger  

  Avoid power tools that cause vibration or use anti-vibration gloves. 

  Avoid pressure in the palm. For example, when holding plastic grocery bags or suitcases 

use adapted handles, shoulder straps, backpacks or wheels. If the use of a cane is 

required, it should be padded (Pack, 2015). 
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Appendix-5:      

Questionnaire (Pre-test and Post-test) 

This Questionnaire is develop to measure the pre-test & post-test score of the patients with     

trigger finger (TF) 

 

Patient ‘code:                                                                       Occupation: 

Age:                                                                                    Contact number: 

Sex:                                                                                     Date: 

Address: 

 

 

Components: 

1. Hand function 

2. Muscle Strength 

3. Pain 

 

1. Hand function (Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) scale) 

Instruction: This questionnaire asks about your symptoms as well as your ability to perform 

certain activities. Please answer every question, based on your condition in the last week. If you 

did not have the opportunity to perform an activity in the past week, please make your best 

estimate on which response would be the most accurate. It does not matter which hand or arm 

you use to perform the activity; please answer based on your ability regardless of how you 

perform the task.  
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Please rate your ability to do the following activities in the last week. 
 

No difficulty-1, Mild difficulty-2, Moderate difficulty-3, Severe difficulty-4, Unable-5 

 

Items Score 

 No difficulty Mild 

difficulty 

Moderate 

difficulty 

Severe 

difficulty 

Unable 

1.Open a tight 

or new jar 

     

2.Write      

3.Turn a key      

4. Prepare a 

meal. 

     

5.Push open a 

heavy door 

     

6.Place an 

object on a 

shelf above 

your 

head 

 

     

7.Do heavy 

household jobs 

(e.g. wash 

windows, clean 

floors) 
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8.Garden or  

outdoor 

property work 

     

9.Make a bed      

10.Cary a 

shopping bag 

or briefcase 

     

11.Carry a 

heavy object 

(over 10 lbs/ 

5kgs 

     

12.Change a 

lightbulb 

overhead 

     

13.Wash or 

blow dry your 

hair 

     

14.Wash your 

back 

     

15.Put on a  

jumper 

     

16.Use a knife 

to cut food 

     

17.Recreational 

activities which 

require 

little effort (e.g. 

card  playing, 

knitting, etc) 
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18.Recreational 

activities which 

require 

you to take 

some force or 

impact through 

your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand (e.g. golf, 

hammering, 

tennis etc) 

 

     

19.Recreational 

activities in 

which you 

move your arm 

freely (e.g. 
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playing 

Frisbee, 

badminton etc) 

 

20.Manage 

transport needs 

(getting from 

one place to 

another 

     

21.Sexual 

activities 

     

 

Not at all-1, Slightly-2, Moderately-3, Quite a bit-4, Extremely-5 

 Not at all Slightly Moderately Quite a bit Extremely 

22.During the 

past week, to 

what extent 

has 

your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand problem 

interfered 

with your 

normal social 

activities 
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With family. 

Friends, 

neighbors or 

groups? 

 

 

 

 

Not at all-1, Slightly limited-2, Moderately limited-3, Very limited-4, Unable-5 

 Not at all Slightly 

limited 

Moderately 

limited 

Very limited Unable 

23.During the 

past week, 

were you 

limited in 

your work or 

other regular 

daily 

activities as 

a result of 

your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand 

Problem? 
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Please rate the severity of the following symptoms in the last week 

None-1,Mild-2,Moderate-3,Severe-4,Extreme-5 

 None Mild Moderate Severe Extreme 

24.Arm, 

shoulder or 

hand pain 

     

25.Arm, 

shoulder or 

hand pain 

when you do 

any specific 

activity 

     

26.Tingling 

(pins and 

needles) in 

your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand 

     

27.Weakness 

in your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand 

     

28.Stiffness 

in your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand 
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No difficulty-1, Mild difficulty -2, Moderate difficulty-3, Severe difficulty-4, So much difficulty 

I can not sleep-5 

 No difficulty Mild 

difficulty 

Moderate 

difficulty 

Severe 

difficulty 

So much 

difficulty I 

can not sleep 

29.During the 

past week, 

how much 

difficulty 

have you had 

sleeping 

because of 

the pain in 

your arm, 

shoulder or 

hand? 

     

 

 Strongly 

disagree 

Disagree Neither agree 

nor disagree 

Agree Strongly 

agree 

30.I feel less 

capable, less 

confident or 

less useful 

because of 

my arm, 

shoulder or 

hand problem 
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Muscle Strength of Hand 

Hand strength (Jamar Dynamometer) 

Date:                                                     Date: 

Pre-test(Score kg) Post-test(Score kg) 

Right Left Right Left 

    

 

Pinch strength (pinch gauge) 

Date:                                                     Date: 

Pre-test(Score kg) Post-test(Score kg) 

Right Left Right Left 

    

 

Pain (using VAS scale). 

a. In which area of your hand, you feel pain. 

1. Elbow 

2. Forearm 

3. Wrist 

4. Metacarpophalangeal (MCP) 

5. Proximal interphalangeal (PIP) 

6. Thumb interphalangeal (IP) 

 

b. How much have you been suffering from pain? 
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Year……. Month………… Day…………. 

c. How much your pain interferes with your normal everyday activities? 

 

 

 

 

Pretest: 

 

 

Date: 

 

Post-test: 

 

Date: 
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Appendix-6: 

Informed Consent Form for the Occupational therapy clients 

 

Title: “Effectiveness of Hand Therapy Intervention for patients with trigger finger at Center for 

the Rehabilitation of The Paralysed (CRP) Bangladesh  

Investigator: Kazi Anowar Student of B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy, Bangladesh   Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP- Savar, Dhaka- 1343 

Supervisor: Md. Julker Nayan, Associate professor, Occupational Therapy Department, Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute   

Place: Hand therapy unit, Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP), Savar, Bangladesh  

 

Part I: Information Sheet Introduction  

I am Kazi Anowar, B.Sc. in Occupational Therapy student of the Bangladesh Health Professions 

Institute (BHPI), have to conduct a thesis as a part of this Bachelor course, under thesis supervisor, 

Md Julker Nayan. You are going to have details information about the study purpose, data 

collection process, ethical issues. You do not have to decide today whether or not you will 

participate in the research. Before you decide, you can talk to anyone you feel comfortable with 

about the research. If this consent form contains some words that you do not understand, please 

ask me to stop. I will take time to explain. 

Background and Purpose of the study 

You are being invited to be a part of this research because the researcher want to find out how 

hand therapy intervention is effective for patients with triggers finger and the purpose of this study 

is to find out the effectiveness of treatment protocol for Patient with Trigger finger. It is the first 

study of Occupational Therapy profession in Bangladesh. From the curiosity, the researcher 

inspired to study the effectiveness of treatment protocol to treat trigger digit along with usual hand 

therapy in Bangladeshi perspective.  
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Research related information 

The research related information will be discussed with you throughout the information sheet 

before taking your signature on consent form after that participants will be asked to complete a 

“Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand (DASH) Questionnaire” questionnaire that takes 10 

to 15 minutes and provide 30 minute hand therapy intervention and have no likelihood of any harm 

to the participants. The members of the Ethics committee have approved the study to be conducted 

in the presented form at the meeting held at 10 am on September 01, 2018 at BHPI.Ref:CRP-

BHPI/IRB/10/18/1246.The data collection period will be one month followed by the date of 

approval. During that time, the questionnaire will be distributed among you. If you do not wish 

the questions included in the survey. The information recorded is confidential, your name is not 

being included on the forms, only a number will identify you, and no one else except Md.Julker 

Nayan, Supervisor of the study will have access to this survey. 

Voluntary Participation 

The choice that you make will have no effect on your personal life. You can change your mind at 

any time of the data collection process even throughout the study period. You have also right to 

refuse your participation even if you agreed earlier. Right to refuse or Withdraw I will give you an 

opportunity at the end of the interview to review your remarks, and you can ask to modify or 

remove portions of those, if you do not agree with my notes or if I did not understand you correctly. 

Risks and benefits 

We are asking to share some personal and confidential information, and you may feel 

uncomfortable talking about some of the topics. You can provide all information without any 

hesitation which are related to questionnaire because all information will be keep confidential. 

You do not have to give us any reason for refusing to take part in the interview. On the other hand, 

you may not have any direct benefit by participating in this research, but your valuable 

participation is likely to help me to find out the the effectiveness of treatment protocol of hand 

therapy intervention 

Confidentiality 

Information about you will not be shared to anyone outside of the research team. The information 
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that we collect from this research project will be kept private. Any information about you will have 

a number on it instead of your name. Only the researchers will know what your number is and we 

will lock that information up with a lock and key. It will not be shared with or given to anyone 

except Md. Julker Nayan, study supervisor. 

Sharing the Results 

Nothing that you tell us today will be shared with anybody outside the research team, and nothing 

will be attributed to you by name. The knowledge that we get from this research will be shared 

with you before it is made widely available to the public. Each participant will receive a summary 

of the results. There will also be small presentation and these will be announced. Following the 

presentations, we will publish the results so that other interested people may learn from the 

research.  

Who to Contact  

If you have any questions, you can ask me now or later. If you wish to ask questions later, you 

may contact any of the following: Kazi Anowar, Bachelor science in Occupational Therapy, 

Department of Occupational Therapy,e-mail:Kazibablu894@gmail.com,Cell phone- 01839031800. 

This proposal has been reviewed and approved by Institutional Review Board (IRB), Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP-Savar, Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh, which is a committee 

whose task it is to make sure that research participants are protected from harm. If you wish to find 

about more about the IRB, contact Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP-Savar, 

Dhaka-1343, Bangladesh You can ask me any more questions about any part of the research study, 

if you wish to. Do you have any questions? 
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Can you withdraw from this study? 

You can cancel any information collected for this research project at any time. After the 

cancellation, we expect permission from the information whether it can be used or not. 

Withdrawal Form 

Participants Name: ................................................ 

Registration number: ................................. 

Reason for Withdraw: ……………………………………………………………………………... 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Participants Signature: ...................................... 

Day/Month/Year: ..................... 

 

Part II: Certificate of Consent 

Statement by Participants 

I have been invited to participate in research titled “Effectiveness of Hand Therapy Intervention for 

patients with trigger finger at Center for the Rehabilitation of The Paralysed (CRP) Bangladesh. I have 

read the foregoing information, or it has been read to me. I have had the opportunity to ask 

questions about it and any questions I have been asked have been answered to my satisfaction. I 

consent voluntarily to be a participant in this study 

Name of Participant ___________________________________________________ 

Signature of Participant ___________________ 

Date ___________________________ 

 

Statement by the researcher taking consent 

I have accurately read out the information sheet to the potential participant, and to the best of my 

ability made sure that the participant understands that the following will be done 
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1. I confirm that the participant was given an opportunity to ask questions about the study, and all 

the questions asked by the participant have been answered correctly and to the best of my ability. 

2. I confirm that the individual has not been coerced into giving consent, and the consent has been 

given freely and voluntarily. 

3. A copy of this ICF has been provided to the participant. 

Name of Researcher taking the consent ________________________ 

Signature of Researcher taking the consent __________________________ 

Date ___________________________ 
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Appendix-7: 

বাাংলাদেশ হেল্থ প্রদেশন্স ইনষ্টিষ্টিউি (ববএইচবিআই) 

                       অকুদিশনাল হথরাবি ববভাগ 

                       সিআরসি চািাইন, িাভার, ঢাকা ১৩৪৩. টেসি: ০২-৭৭৪৫৪৬৪৫, ৭৭৪১৪০৪, ফ্যা·: ০২-৭৭৪৫০৬ 

                                                                                                                                             টকাড নং: 

                        অাংশগ্রেণকারীদের তথয এবাং সম্মবতিত্র 

গদবষনার ববষয়: ট্রিগার সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীদের জনয হাদের টেরাসি কেো কার্ যকরী ো খ ুঁদজ টের 

করা ।  

গদবষক: কাজজ আদনায়ার ,সে.এি.সি ইন অক দিশনাি টেরাসি (৪ে য ের্ য), টিশন: ২০১৪-২০১৫ 

ইং, োংিাদেশ টহিে্ প্রদফ্শন্স ইনসিট্রেউে (সেএইচসিআই), িাভার, ঢাকা- ১৩৪৩ 

তত্তাবধায়ক: ট াোঃ জ িকার নাদয়ন ,িহদর্াগী অধ্যািক, অক দিশনাি টেরাসি সেভাগ, 

োংিাদেশ টহি্ে প্রদফ্শন্স ইনসিট্রেউে।  

গদবষনার স্থান: হযান্ড-দেরাসি ইউসনে ,িক্ষাঘােগ্রস্থদের ি নে যািন টকন্দ্র 

(সিআরসি), িাভার, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩ োংিাদেশ। 

 িব ব ১ তথযিত্র:  

 ভূবিকা:  

আস  কাজজ আদনায়ার,ঢাকা সেশ্বসেেযািদয় সচসকৎিা অন র্দের অধ্ীদন োংিাদেশ টহি্ে প্রদফ্শন্স 

ইনসিট্রেউদে সে.এি.সি.ইন  অক দিশনাি টেরাসি সেভাদগ ৪ে য েদর্ যর ছাত্র সহদিদে সশক্ষাকার্ যক্র  

(২০১৪-২০১৫ ইং) টিশদন অধ্যয়নরে আসছ। সেএইচসিআই টেদক অক দিশনাি টেরাসি 

সে.এি.সি সশক্ষাকার্ যক্র ট্রে িম্পন্ন করার জনয একট্রে গদের্না প্রকল্প িসরচািনা করা 
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োধ্যো ূিক। এই গদের্ণা প্রকল্পট্রে অক দিশনাি টেরাসি সেভাদগর িহকারী অধ্যািক এর 

েত্তােধ্ায়দন িম্পন্ন করা হদে।অংশগ্রহনকাসরদক েেযিদত্রর  াধ্যদ  গদের্ণা প্রকল্পট্রের উদেশয, 

উিাত্ত িংগদহর প্রণািী ও গদের্ণাট্রের িাদে িংসিি সের্য় সকভাদে রসক্ষে হদে ো সেস্তাসরেভাদে 

উিস্থািন করা হদে। র্সে এই গদের্ণায় অংশগ্রহন করদে আিসন ইচু্ছক োদকন, টিদক্ষদত্র  এই 

গদের্ণার িম্পকৃ্ত সের্য় িম্পদকয ধ্ারনা োকদি সিদ্ধান্ত গ্রহন িহজের হদে। অেশয এখন 

আিনার অংশগ্রহন আ াদের সনজিে করদে হদে না। টর্ টকান সিদ্ধান্ত গ্রহদনর িূদে য, র্সে চান 

োহদি আিনার আত্মীয়, েন্ধ  অেো আস্থাভাজন টর্ কাদরা িাদে এই েযািাদর  আদিাচনা কদর 

সনদে িাদরন। অিরিদক্ষ, অংশগ্রহনকারী েেযিত্রট্রে িদে, র্সে টকান সের্য়েস্তু ে ঝদে ি িযা 

হয় অেো র্সে টকান সকছু িম্পদকয আদরা টেসশ জানার প্রদয়াজন হয়, েদে সনসব যধ্ায় প্রশ্ন করদে 

িাদরন। 

গদবষনার হপ্রক্ষািি ও উদেশয: 

এট্রে োংিাদেদশ অক দিশনাি টেরাসি টিশার প্রে  গদের্ণা।এই গদের্ণার উদেশয হি ট্রিগার 

সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীর জনয সচসকৎিা টপ্রাদোকদির কার্ যকাসরো  খ ুঁদজ টের করা। এই গদের্নাদে 

িক্ষাঘােগ্রস্থদের ি ন যোিন টকদন্দ্র সচসকৎিা সনদে আিা ট্রিগার সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীদের অন্তভূযক্ত হোর 

জনয আ ন্ত্রন জানাদনা হদে।ট্রিগার সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীদের জনয হাদের টেরাসি কেো কার্ যকরী ো 

খ ুঁদজ টের করা হদে  এেং এর অংশ সহিাদে আিনাদকও উক্ত গদের্না প্রকদল্প অংশগ্রহদনর জনয 

আ ন্ত্রণ জানাদনা হদিা। এই গদের্ণা টিশাগে সচসকৎিার  জনয িহায়ক হদে িাদর কারণ এট্রে 

ট্রিগার সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীদের িাদে কাজ করার একট্রে প্র ান প্রোন করদে। এট্রে টেরাসিি এেং 

টরাসগদের আত্মসেশ্বাি টিদভি োোদে িাহার্য করদে । এট্রে হযান্ড-দেরাসি ইউসনে এর জনয একট্রে 

ভাদিা িম্পে হদে িাদর।এই গদের্ণাট্রে োংিাদেদশ অক দিশনাি  টেরাসি সচসকৎিা টিো 

আিদগ্রড ও টিশাগে উন্নয়দনর জনয িহায়ক হদে েদি আস  আশা কসর ।  

এই গদবষনা কি বষ্টিদত অাংশগ্রেদনর সাদথ সমৃ্পক্ত ববষয়সিূে বক হস সম্পদকব 

জানা যাক।  

আিনার টেদক অন  সেিদত্র স্বাক্ষর টনোর আদগ, এই অংশগ্রহনকারী েেযিদত্রর  াধ্যদ  

গদের্না প্রকল্পট্রের িসরচািনা করার েেযি ূহ সেস্তাসরে ভাদে আিনার কাদছ উিস্থািন করা 
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হদে।অংশগ্রহণকারীদের "হাদের অক্ষ ো", টিাল্ডার এেং হাে (ডযাশ) প্রশ্ন ািা িমূ্পণ য করদে 

েিা হদে । প্রশ্ন ািা র্া ১০ টেদক ১৫ স সনে ি য় িাদগ এেং ২৫-৩০ স সনে হযান্ড টেরাসি প্রোন 

করা হদে,  নীসে কস ট্রের িেিযরা গে ০১ টিদেম্বর ২০১৮  সেএইচসিআই অন ট্রিে বেঠদক 

উিস্থাসিে িভায় এই িংক্রান্ত ি ীক্ষা িসরচািনা করার অন দ ােন সেদয়দছন। 

টরফ্াদরঞ্চোঃসেএইচসিআই/আইআরসে/১০/১৮/১২৪৬।আিসন র্সে এই গদের্নায় অংশগ্রহন 

করদে চান, োহদি িম্মসেিদত্র আিনাদক স্বাক্ষর করদে হদে। আিসন অংশগ্রহন সনজিে করদি, 

আিনার িংরক্ষদনর জনয িম্মসেিত্রট্রের একট্রে অন সিসি সেদয় টেয়া হদে। িরেেীদে গদের্ক 

কেৃ যক গট্রঠে েেয-উিাত্ত িংগ্রদহর একট্রে েদির প্রসেসনসধ্ আিনার কাদছ র্াদে। আিনার টেদক 

টচদয় টনওয়া টর্ টকান একট্রে সনসেযষ্ট ি দয় একট্রে প্রশ্নিদত্রর  াধ্যদ  েেয িংগ্রহ করা হদে। এই 

গদের্নার প্রকদল্প আিনার অংশগ্রহণ ঐজচ্ছক। র্সে আিসন িম্মসে প্রোন না কদরন েদে 

আিনাদক অংশগ্রহন করদে হদে না। আিসন িম্মসে প্রোন করা  িদেও  টর্ টকান ি য় 

গদের্কদক টকান েযাখযা প্রোন করা ছাোই সনদজর অংশগ্রহন প্রেযাহার করদে িারদেন। গদের্না 

প্রকল্পট্রেদে অংশগ্রহন করা সকংো না করা অেো িরেেীদে অংশগ্রহন প্রেযাহার করার সিদ্ধাদন্তর 

িাদে আিনার সিআরসিদে অেস্থাকািীন সচসকৎিা, সচসকৎিকদের িাদে িম্পকয, অক দিশনাি 

টেরাসিিদের িাদে আিনার িম্পকয অেো সিআরসির িহদর্াগী প্রসেিাদনর িাদে িম্পকয 

টকানভাদে প্রভাসেে হদে না। 

অাংশগ্রেদনর সুববধা ও ঝুুঁ বকসিূে  বক ? 

গদের্না প্রকল্পট্রেদে অংশগ্রহদনর জনয আিসন িরািসর টকান ি সেধ্া িাদেন না। েদে আ রা 

আশাোেী টর্, গদের্নার  াধ্যদ  প্রাপ্ত উিাত্ত িরেসেযদে টরাগীদের সচসকৎিা কার্ যক্র দক আদরা 

গসেশীি করদে িাহার্য করদে। এখাদন িংসিষ্ট গদের্নায় অংশগ্রহদন টকান ধ্রদনর োেসে ঝ ুঁ সক, 

সেিসত্ত অেো  অিজস্ত টনই েদি আশা করা র্াদচ্ছ। 

তদথযর হগািনীয়তা বক বনশ্চিত থাকদব? 

এই িম্মসেিদত্র স্বাক্ষর করার  ধ্য সেদয়, আিসন এই গদের্না প্রকদল্প অধ্যয়নরে গদের্না ক ীদক 

আিনার েযজক্তগে েেয িংগ্রহ ও েযেহার করার অন  সে সেদয়দছন। এই গদের্না প্রকদল্পর জনয 

িংগৃহীে টর্দকান েেয, র্া আিনাদক িনাক্ত করদে িাদর ো টগািনীয় োকদে। আিনার িম্পদকয 
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িংগৃহীে েেযি ূহ িাংদকসেক উিাদয় উদেখ োকদে। শুধ্  াত্র এর িাদে িরািসর িংসিষ্ট 

গদের্ক ও োর েত্তােধ্ায়ক এই েেযি ূদহ প্রদেশাসধ্কার িাদেন। িাংদকসেক উিাদয় সচসিে 

উিাত্ত ি ূহ িরেেী উিাত্ত সেদির্দনর কাদজ েযেহৃে হদে। েেযিত্রগুদিা োিােদ্ধ ড্রয়াদর রাখা 

হদে। সেএইচসিআই এর অক দিশনাি টেরাসি সেভাদগ ও গদের্দকর েযজক্তগে িযািেদি 

উিাত্তি ূদহর ইদিকিসনক ভাি যন িংগৃহীে োকদে। প্রেযাশা করা হদচ্ছ টর্, এই গদের্ণা প্রকদল্পর 

ফ্িাফ্ি সেসভন্ন টফ্ারাদ  প্রকাসশে এেং উিস্থাসিে হদে। টর্ টকান ধ্রদনর প্রকাশনা ও 

উিস্থািনার টক্ষদত্র েেযি ূহ এ ন ভাদে িরেরাহ করা হদে, টর্ন আিনার িম্মসে ছাো 

আিনাদক টকান ভাদেই িনাক্ত করা না র্ায়। েেয-উিাত্ত প্রােস ক ভাদে কাগজিত্র িংগ্রহ করা 

হদে ।  

গদবষনা  সম্প বদক জানদত হকাথায় হযাগাদযাগ করদত েদব? 

গদের্না প্রকল্পট্রের সের্দয় টর্াগাদর্াগ করদে চাইদি অেো গদের্না প্রকল্পট্রের িম্প যদক টকান প্রশ্ন 

োকদি,এখন অেো িরেেীদে টর্ টকান ি দয় ো জজজ্ঞািা করা র্াদে। টিদক্ষদত্র আিসন 

গদের্দকর িাদে উদেসখে ০১৮৩৯০৩১৮০০(কাজজ আদনায়ার ) নাম্বাদর টর্াগাদর্াগ করদে 

িাদরন। এই গদের্না প্রকল্পট্রে োংিাদেশ টহি্ে প্রদফ্শন্স ইনসিট্রেউে, িাভাদরর প্রাসেিাসনক 

বনসেকো িসরর্ে টেদক ির্ যাদিাসচে ও অন দ াসেে হদয়দছ। এই গদের্না প্রকল্প িসরচািনা প্রিদঙ্গ 

টর্দকান উসবগ্ন অেো অসভদর্াগকারী েযজক্ত প্রাসেিাসনক বনসেকো িসরর্দের িাদে এই নাম্বাদর 

(৭৭৪৫৪৬৪-৫) টর্াগাদর্াগ করদেন। 

গদবষনা  হথদক বনদজদক প্রতযাোর করা যাদব বক?  

আিসন িম্মসে প্রোন করা ¯িদেও টর্ টকান ি য় গদের্কদক টকান েযাখযা প্রোন করা ছাোই 

সনদজর অংশগ্রহন প্রেযাহার করদে িারদেন। োসেি করার ির েেযি ূহ সক েযেহার করা র্াদে 

সক র্াদেনা োর অন  সে অংশগ্রহণকারীর প্রেযাহারিদত্র (শুধ্  াত্র টিচ্ছায় প্রেযাহারকারীর জনয 

প্রদর্াজয) উদেখ করা োকদে। 
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অাংশগ্রেণকারীর প্রতযাোর িত্র 

(শুধ্  াত্র ¯টিচ্ছায় প্রেযাহারকারীর জনয প্রদর্াজয) 

অংশগ্রহনকারীর না : ..................................................................... 

প্রেযাহার করার কারন: 

............................................................................................................................. .............................

....................................................................................................................................... ...................

................................................................................................................ ..........................................

............................................................................................................................. .............................

........................ 

িূে যেেী েেয েযেহাদরর অন  সে োকদে সকনা?  

হযা ুঁ/না 

অংশগ্রহনকারীর না :  

অংশগ্রহনকারীর স্বাক্ষর:                                                            োসরখ: 
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িব ব:০২সম্মবতিত্র                                                                                                                            টকাড 

নং: 

ট্রিগার সফ্ঙ্গার টরাগীদের জনয হাদের টেরাসি কেো কার্ যকরী ো খ ুঁদজ টের করা - শীর্ যক গদের্নায় 

অংশগ্রহদনর জনয আ াদক আ ন্ত্রন জানাদনা হদয়দছ। আস  িূে যসিসখে েেয িত্রট্রে িদেসছ ো 

এো আ াদক িদে টশানাদনা হদয়দছ। এই সের্দয় আ ার প্রশ্ন জজজ্ঞািা করার ি দর্াগ সছি এেং টর্ 

টকান প্রদশ্নর আস  িন্তুষ্টজনক উত্তর টিদয়সছ। এই গদের্নায় একজন অংশগ্রহনকারী হোর জনয 

আস  টিচ্ছায় িম্মসে সেজচ্ছ। 

অংশগ্রহনকারীর না :        

অংশগ্রহনকারীর স্বাক্ষর:                                                োসরখ:........................  

 

 

গদবষক ও সম্মবতকারীর বববৃবত: 

আস  অংশগ্রহনকারীদক অংশগ্রহনকারীর েেযিত্রট্রে িদে শুসনদয়সছ এেং আ ার িদে যাচ্চ িা ে য 

অন র্ায়ী সনজিে কদরসছ টর্, অংশগ্রহনকারীর  টোধ্গ য হদয়দছ টর্, সনম্নউক্ত  সের্য়ি ূহ করা 

হদে। 

১) িকি েেয গদের্ণার কাদজ েযেহৃে হদে। 

২) েেযি ূহ িমূ্পণ যভাদে টগািনীয় করা হদে। 

৩) অংশগ্রহনকারীর না  ও িসরচয় প্রকাশ করা হদে না। 

আস  সনজিে কদরসছ টর্, এই সের্য় িম্প যদক অংশগ্রহনকারীদক প্রশ্ন জজজ্ঞািা করার ি দর্াগ টেয়া 

হদয়দছ এেং অংশগ্রহনকারী টর্ িকি প্রশ্ন জজজ্ঞািা আ ার িদে যাচ্চ িা ে য অন র্ায়ী, টিগুদিার 

িট্রঠক উত্তর প্রোন করা িম্ভে হদয়দছ। আস  সনজিে কদরসছ টর্, টকান েযজক্তদক িম্মসে োন করদে 
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োধ্য করা হয়সন। সেসন অোদধ্ অেো টিচ্ছায় িম্মসে সেদয়দছন।অংশগ্রহনকারীদক 

অংশগ্রহনকারীর েেয ও িম্মসেিদত্রর একট্রে অন সিসি টেওয়া হদয়দছ। 

 

গদের্দকর না :  

গদের্দকর ¯স্বাক্ষর :        োসরখ:   

 




